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Abstract: In the management of a database system, it is essential to present the outcomes of any 
query mix with high throughput and low execution time. The experiment conducts on the 
Postgresql queries on the TPC-H benchmark for the determination of response time of query 
mixes MPL3, while they are running concurrently. This research uses the deterministic approach 
for attaining the response time of the query mixes in conjunction with other query mixes. The 
selected query mix executes in three threads simultaneously. This makes query set(s) in each 
thread containing query mixes having the same ending of execution time as well as having the 
same starting time. It makes sure that each query set consists of at least one query mix executing at 
a time, the number of query mixes may vary in the query set. For attaining the research targets, it 
is necessary to maintain a catalog to save such query sets which have the same execution time. 
Due to achieving a high level of parallel processing, this research presents a query mix response 
time.    
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1. Introduction 

The basic feature of the computer science field is parallel processing. It allows a computer machine to 
do several jobs simultaneously, and this feature is called multi-tasking.  This opens a new area of re-
search in database management systems. Usually, a single query executes its time slot and fetches data. It 
is quite demanding to develop such solutions which can enhance the performance of a dabase system 
through huge database size and meet the high demand for data. It’s good to run more than one query 
simultaneously to avail multi-tasking feature of the computer system.  

The sequence of arriving of any query for both concurrent executing along with other batch queries 
and its execution affects its response time [1,2]. Response time of a query is the usage of resources for that 
particular query at a specific time. The same scenario applies to the query mix but at a high level because 
more than two queries run concurrently at the same time in the query mix. Therefore, those concurrent 
queries need more resources than a single query [3,4].  The workload for any database develops at the 
client's request by adopting several types of queries. For example, q1,q2,..qT. In it, T is the types of data-
bases queries for multi-programming level for representing the several queries running concurrently. Ni 
refers to the total number of queries used in developing the workload for any database management sys-
tem as given in equation 1. 
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For calculation the recital of database system, this is desired to treat with management of workload as 
there are several demands of completionof processing of the multiple queries, so that different queries can 
be executed in any time slot. There are also some other causess like allocation of resource, storing of data 
on scatterered locations on the disk and availability of resource on a disk. With the pessage of time, the 
size of databases grows with  very high rate. This is the main cause for slowing down of the database. For 
any human, this becomes impractical to handle such huge and miscellaneous data. As mentioned earlier, 
it produced the requirement to evelop such databases that can address this issue, as discussed earlier [1, 
2]. Prediction of execution time of database queries plays a vtal task while managing gigantic database 
systems, particularly related to the workload, this is the result of execution of different queries concur-
rently on the appeal of users because it may allow Database Administer (DBA) to know system behaviour, 
which helps him in coordination with system and provides some assessment about its performance [3]. 
Waiting of resources for execution of concurrent queries is based on resource contention, which depends 
on queuing theory. Any computational graph containing computing units on its edges and numerical in-
formation transmitted from its directed edges after calculation in a sequence node to node [4].In the da-
tabase wworload, this is reported that a experience of interaction exists among the available queries. This 
means that any query may be run isolatedly or in the combination of more than onequeries. As far as in-
teraction of query permits for more than one queries running simulteneousy, it also represented that their 
execution might be positively or negatively affect the implementation of the single query. If execution of 
batch queries effect positively, then buffer pool data is used by the query without waiting, this will call to 
another query for processing and time for completion on that data is saved. On the other hand, if the ex-
ecution negatively effect, then one query becomes cause of increasing execution time of another que-
ry,because both require dissimilar resources, which may cause locking. Literature reports an important 
phenomenon named interaction among the database queries while running on the system. Therefore, it 
may enable the query to execute in isolation or in combination with other queries. The query interaction 
becomes the cause of positive or negative effects on those queries that are running simultaneously. The 
interaction of query may direct towards the interaction of query mixes. It may be possible that the inter-
action of query mixes provides interesting results. If it is needed to measure the performance of the da-
tabase system, then managing the workload of that specific database becomes essential.  The database's 
workload develops with the combination of several queries randomly running and several times with 
each other.  Other parameters like availability of resources, resource allocation, and geographical storage 
location of data on disk.  The volume of data in databases has increased rapidly with each passing day.  
Therefore, databases perform poorly.  The fact that human beings cannot handle such vast and diverse 
data creates the need to build database-based applications that address these issues [5-10].  If resources 
are occupied by another task then waiting state is the only option to avoid locking conditions.  The sys-
tem also must wait for the required resources to execute the query.  In order to execute the desired op-
eration, the CPU, RAM, cache, and I/O devices may become the subject of competition [11-13]. Response 
time of the query affect because of multiple reasons like,  imaging of query processing, query ordering, 
and management of capacity [14].  Query response time takes high importance at the time of dealing with 
huge database systems, specifically the workload, it shows the results of the execution  of a lot of queries 
simulteneously. it helps the database administer (DBA) to do the assignment proficiently because of 
synchronization within the system and increase the performance [15-20].  A queuing theory determines 
how long it takes to execute queries based on the necessary resources [21-24].  A balances information 
system, for example search engines, is mainly related to data which they can represent in less time (effec-
tiveness).  Still, The focus is not on required results, which are the the user’s requirement(efficiency).  
Users oftenly study the data speed received (time needed for representing results of search which user 
uses), not related to repetition (number of cycles for attaining desired results) in which data is received 
[25].  Data is retrieved from the database system by executing query execution plans which specify how 
data is accessed from the database system's source tables.  The selection of any query execution plan 
among several other possible plans is query optimization [26-30].      
 
2. Materials and Methods  

This section explains the methodology of the research. This research chooses the heuristic and de-
terministic approaches to acquire the desired results. QN denotes the nine TPC-H queries {q1,q3…..q19} 
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used in the developing of the workload of the research. In contrast, QAVG represents the average com-
pilation of each query {qavg1,qavg3….qavg19} and T shows the threads in which qmix running in the 
parallel way{t1,t2,t3}. QMIX denotes the query mixes developed in the result of the running of queries 
concurrently {qmix1,qmix2,qmix3……..Qmixn}. This research adopted permutation for calculation of the 
maximum number of query mixes formed, where n is the number of query mixes formed r represents the 
MPL level, and MPL shows the number of queries present in that particular query mi type.  

Query mix combination execution based on one or more query mixes execute simultaneously using 
parallel processing because there are three separate threads containing different query mix combinations. 
This research applies the heuristic approach for predicting the response time of the sample space of the 
query mixes for categorization of query mixes concerning the response time of query mix or mixes in 
separate threads. Below is the pictorial representation of the methodology of query mix adoption for par-
allel processing.   

 

 
Figure 1. Pictorial representation of the query mix adoption in parallel threads 

 

2.1 Experimental Evaluation 
The details of the hardware and software used in this experiment are given below. Dell core i7 2.0 

GHz, two physical CPUs, 4 logical cores each (Total 8 cores). 6 GB RAM has 250 solid-state drives. It is a 6th 
generation system. Modelling performance has a variety of scenarios and features used to predict data-
base performance. The objectives of performance optimization are parameters tuning query scheduling, 
and configuration of the system. Seeing response time as a crucial point for focusing provides efficiency in 
database queries operations. 
2.2 Database Workload 

This research took 01 GB data for execution. It used nine queries for developing query mixes and 
developing a workload of nine queries qi from TPCH’s twenty-two queries qi. There 345 query mixes are 
developed. In this research, formerly query mix(s) were selected from the already set query mixes. For 
determining the selected query mix qi/p behaviour in terms of response time ti/p, the query mix qi/p ex-
ecutes in such a way that all query mix(s) qi/p of all the three threads have the same starting and ending 
time i/p of execution. This process remains the same in the whole experiment.  
2.3 Heuristic Approach 

This research applies the heuristic approach to the sample space of the 345 query mixes qi/p. These 
query mixes qi/p are the results of the former study in which 350 queries qi are used to develop these 
query mixes qi/p from the workload of nine TPC-H selected OLAP queries qi from the 22 TPC-H queries 
qi. 

First of all, the individual query mixes qi/p  or more than one query mixes qi/p in three separate 
threads Ti. From three threads Ti, each separate thread Ti has a single query mix qi/p  or a combination of 
query mix qi/p  but has the same response time ti/p in all the three threads because this research uses the 
random heuristic approach for the response time ti/p. After getting each combination of all three threads, 
Ti maintains the record of query mix qi/p participants. Also, calculate each participant query qi separately 
from the participant query mix qi/p and count them in descending order for maintaining the record from 
the allocated workload. If any query qi completed its allocated repetition in workload, then the query 
mixes qi/p, which have finished query qi, are not applicable for the next steps of the experiment. This ex-
periment was used only for those query mixes qi/p, which have those queries qi that has not completed 
their repetition. The below-shown flow chart represents the step-by-step procedure of this research. 
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Figure 2. Query mix adoption flow chart 

This research develops the query mix i/pfrom the workload queries qi, after developing all query 
mixes i/p, sort-out all query mixes i/p of the sample space of this research with their response timei/p. 
Later on, select any expected response time i/p or targeted finishing time i/p for experiment module. This 
process will remain the same until all the three threads Ti have one or more query mixi/p separately and 
acquire the targeted response time i/p. After completing each cycle of the experiment, the former process 
repeats again and again. The targeted response time and the contents of all threads Ti maintain in a cata-
log for future use. The following framework represents the query mix adoption scheme for this research. 

 

 
Figure 3. Query mix adoption framework 

3.Results  
This table1 shows the developed query mixesi/p running concurrently in three separate threads. This 

table follows a randomly heuristic prediction approach for representing the query mixi/p combinations. 
This table shows all those query mix (s)i/p in each thread Ti. The execution timei/p threshold for all query 
mix combinations is 63 milliseconds.  These time threshold tables perform two tasks (1) show the ending 
time of all query mixi/p or their combinations (2) counting of each query qi in each table in descending 
order from the available sample space of workload of query mixesi/p. After this table, these queries qi are 
remaining for use in the next tables. Q1=49, Q3=47, Q5=35, Q6= 39,Q9=14,Q10= 30,Q12=35, Q14=43,Q 
19=39.   
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Table1. Illustration developed query mixesi/p 

Thread T1 T2 T3 
Query Qid Qrt Qid Qrt Qid Qrt 

Instance 1 Q1 63 Q3 16 Q9 001≈0 
Instance 2 Q 9 .001≈0 Q9 . 001≈0 Q6 15 
Instance 3 Q 9 .001≈0 Q3 16 Q9 001≈0 
Instance 4   Q14 15 Q19 18 
Instance 5   Q9 . 001≈0 Q9 001≈0 
Instance 6   Q3 16 Q9 001≈0 
Instance 7     Q6 15 
Instance 8     Q14 15 
Instance 9     Q9 001≈0 

Query mix Combination Execution Time = 63 
4.Discussion 

This research is conducting for the representation of the benefits of parallel processing by execution 
of the queries of database in a query mix concurrently. This research opens an ne research area in the field 
of query optimization by discussing the batch queries concurrently. 
5. Conclusions 

This paper shows the response time of such query mixes. The findings of this research are that query 
mixes are a promising approach for implementing parallelism. It shows that all three threads comprise 
those query mixes or a combination of query mixes that finish the execution of all threads simultaneously, 
and all threads have the overall same response time. 
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